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We’ve been soliciting and sharing ‘lessons learned’
from RMN partners along the way.

We’re hoping that by sharing these, we can –

• Reduce the number of avoidable mistakes
• Make data collection and processing easier and

more efficient
• Improve the quality of data being collected

The ensuing slides are a somewhat random collection
of shared stories from our RMN partners to date.



Get to know your site, ideally before
the installation

Evaluate the site during different flow conditions to help inform sensor
placement. Take photos, seek feedback from more experienced

personnel if needed.



Photo provided by John Ruiz (EPA)

“After a high flow event which over-

topped our stilling well, we had a lot

of sand and gravel go into the stilling

well. This impacted around the data

logger and we had a difficult time

retrieving it to download the data and

in one instance we had to pull up the

entire stilling well and resurvey it as

the data logger would not come out.”

Make sure your stilling well is tall enough,
or consider adding a vented cap



This will make data processing easier and more efficient.

• At RMN sites, set the sensors up so that they start recording on
the hour (xx:00) or half hour (xx:30) or quarter hours (xx:15)

• Use consistent units (e.g., always set to degrees Celsius)

• Multiple sensors at a site? Set them up so that they record at the
same time.

• Consider using military time (if this is an option) to avoid
potential confusion with a.m./p.m.

• Consider using local standard time (e.g., UTC-5 for sites in the
Eastern Time zone) instead of daylight savings time. Regardless of
which you choose, when doing accuracy checks, make sure any discrete
measurements taken are consistent with this setting.

Configure your sensor properly



Make sure you understand how to
launch your sensor

Some people deployed sensors but
(accidentally & disappointedly) failed to
launch them.

With some sensor software, there is a ‘status’ button you can
click to verify that it is set properly.

Some organizations use the ‘delayed launch’ feature to
configure the sensor to start recording measurements
several hours after deployment (which allows time for the
sensor measurements to stabilize).

Whatever the launch time, the exact time the sensor is
correctly positioned should be recorded so that observations
recorded before and after that time can later be removed
during data processing.



Make sure you keep your sensor
software updated

Some people were unable
to download data because
they hadn’t updated their

sensor software.



Make sure you “document” your site

One of the most common
reasons for the loss of
sensors is failure to
relocate the sensor after
initial field deployment.

Thus, accurately
georeferencing each
sensor is critical as is
documenting sensor
placement in a way that
enables field personnel to
relocate the sensor
during subsequent visits.

Field form provided by CT DEEP



Documentation continued…

Photos provided by CT DEEP



Photos provided by VA DEQ

Documentation continued…



Discrete measurements are single measurements taken
during field visits that are compared to the closest
continuous sensor measurement. They are used for –

• Accuracy checks
• Making corrections to your data (as needed)
• Validating your data (making them more defensible)

Take discrete measurements



This is essential and should be done during every site
visit.

Note situations that could cause the sensor to record
questionable readings (e.g., sediment, dewatering,
fouling, signs of vandalism)

Record the exact times of deployment and recovery.

Take good field notes



Some people have lost sensors due to vandalism.

Vandalism

Photo provided by WV DEP

Unfortunately some vandals
can’t read…

Photo provided by TN DEC

Some have had good luck
putting labels with their contact
information on their sensors.



February 23

March 2

March 3

Can negatively impact
sensors (e.g., may cause
some diaphragms to break,
especially if the stream
freezes completely for a
prolonged period).

During periods of ice cover,
some of your hydrologic
data may be unusable.
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Ice cover



Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Ice cover ‘signals’ in the time series plot



7/30/15 - Arrived at site and observed that
upstream beaver dam had washed out and
was stuck in riffle/hydrologic control just
downstream of gage

7/30/15 – After moving most of debris
downstream (and out of hydrologic control),
water level dropped 0.40 ft.

Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Beaver activity



Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Beaver activity ‘signals’ in the time series plot



Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Beaver activity ‘signals’ in the time series plot



No leaf pack

Leaf pack Leaves in control

Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Leaf packs



Period of leaf litter impacts –
Note how there is a small peak in
streamflow at the beginning (rain

event) but the blue line never
decreases like the other gage. Leaves
were likely washed into control during
rain event and stayed there until they

were manually cleared. Otherwise
leaves would have likely washed out in

large storm.

Blue line = site with leaf impacts
Black line = nearby site, no leaf impacts

Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Leaf packs ‘signals’ in the time series plot



Slide provided by Michelle Craddock, MA RIFLS

Equipment limitation?
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